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PEOPLE LOVE US

Peeler is one of the best philately apps on the market. 

Restore some order to your collection Download it today! 

- With the information that our app stores,  

we are able to create a comprehensive  

database of all the stamps that users have  

collected. Allowing you to research and  

browse stamps from around the world.

- Set up collections and generate checklists  

for stamps yet to be obtained.

I can finally keep track of every stamp 

I’ve ever collected! Technology is  

amazingand so is this app! 

 

Jeffrey Fishbaum - Old Man

Never realized stamp collecting could  

be this fun. My god Peel-E is too cute. 

This great for people of all ages 

 

Eddie Flange  - Young Person

Praise the powers that be for bestowing  

me with the presence of this app. 

My life is in order. 

 

Nelson Belfonte - Postman

HOW IT WORKS

Stick yourself onto our newsletter and get updates on new features!

Open the Stamp Identifier Snap a pic of stamp Check the results Add more info and notes Add it to your collection

I Have read and agree to Peeler’s stated conditions in Privacy Policy  

and Terms Conditions

PedroPeeler@gmail.com 

215-228-9898 

209 Wheeler Way Philadelphia, PA

Name

STICK WITH US

Email

Your Message

Peeler. The end-all-be-all app for Philatelists (stamp collectors and connoisseurs). 

Old stamps, new stamps, limited edition; you name it, it’s on there, bro. For 

veteran stamp collectors and those possibly looking to start up a new hobby, 

on top of the fifty other things that they collect.

- Not sure what stamp it is? Take pictures  

of your stamp and the algorithm will scour  

the internet for a match to either the  

iconography or the text that is  

legible on the stamp.
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